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UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS OF S-UNITS IN ARITHMETIC DYNAMICS
H. KRIEGER, A. LEVIN, Z. SCHERR, T. J. TUCKER, Y. YASUFUKU, AND M. E. ZIEVE
Abstract. Let K be a number field and let S be a finite set of places of K which
contains all the Archimedean places. For any φ(z) ∈ K(z) of degree d ≥ 2 which is
not a d-th power in K(z), Siegel’s theorem implies that the image set φ(K) contains
only finitely many S-units. We conjecture that the number of such S-units is bounded
by a function of |S| and d (independently of K and φ). We prove this conjecture for
several classes of rational functions, and show that the full conjecture follows from the
Bombieri–Lang conjecture.
1. Introduction
Let K be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of K which contains the set S∞ of
Archimedean places of K, and write oS for the ring of S-integers of K and o
∗
S for the group
of S-units of K. The genus-0 case of Siegel’s theorem asserts that, for any φ(z) ∈ K(z)
which has at least three poles in P1(K), the image set φ(K) contains only finitely many
S-integers. However, the number of S-integers in φ(K) cannot be bounded independently
of φ(z), even if we restrict to functions φ(z) having a fixed degree, since ψ(z) := βφ(z/β)
satisfies ψ(K) = βφ(K) for any β ∈ K∗.
Although the number of S-integers in φ(K) cannot be bounded in terms of only K, S,
and deg(φ), such a bound may be possible for the number of S-units in φ(K). In fact we
conjecture that there is a bound depending only on |S| and deg(φ) (and not on K):
Conjecture 1.1. For any integers s ≥ 1 and d ≥ 2, there is a constant C = C(s, d) such
that for any
• number field K
• s-element set S of places of K with S ⊇ S∞
• degree-d rational function φ(z) ∈ K(z) which is not a d-th power in K(z)
we have
|φ(K) ∩ o∗S | ≤ C.
We will prove Conjecture 1.1 in case φ(z) is restricted to certain classes of rational
functions, and we will also prove that the full conjecture is a consequence of a variant of the
Caporaso–Harris–Mazur conjecture on uniform boundedness of rational points on curves of
fixed genus.
We also consider a variant of Conjecture 1.1, which addresses S-units in an orbit of φ
rather than in the image set φ(K). Here, for any α ∈ P1(K), the orbit of α under φ(z) is
the set
Oφ(α) := {φ
n(α) : n ≥ 1},
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where φn(z) = φ◦· · ·◦φ denotes the n-fold composition of φ with itself. For any φ(z) ∈ K(z)
of degree at least 2 such that φ2(z) /∈ K[z], Silverman [8] showed that Oφ(α) ∩ oS is finite.
However, as above, the size of this intersection cannot be bounded in terms of K, S, and
deg(φ). We conjecture that there is a uniform bound on the number of S-units in an orbit:
Conjecture 1.2. For any integers s ≥ 1 and d ≥ 2, there is a constant C = C(s, d) such
that for any
• number field K
• s-element set S of places of K with S ⊇ S∞
• degree-d rational function φ(z) ∈ K(z) which is not of the form βz±d with β ∈ K∗
• α ∈ P1(K)
we have
|Oφ(α) ∩ o
∗
S | ≤ C.
Remark 1.3. We note that Conjecture 1.2 follows from Conjecture 1.1. For, if φ(z) 6= βz±d
then φ2(z) has a total of at least three zeroes and poles by Lemma 3.2, and hence is not
a d2-th power in K(z). Thus Conjecture 1.1 implies that |φ2(K) ∩ o∗S | ≤ C(s, d), so that
|Oφ(α) ∩ o
∗
S | ≤ C(s, d) + 1.
Remark 1.4. The hypotheses of Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 imply that [K : Q] ≤ 2s, since
S∞ ⊆ S.
In Section 3 we prove the following results, which show that Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2
would be true if we allowed the constants C in the conjectures to depend on S and φ rather
than just s and d. These results also indicate the special behavior of the functions excluded
in the statements of the conjectures.
Proposition 1.5. Let K be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of K with S ⊇ S∞,
and let φ(z) ∈ K(z) be any rational function. If |φ−1({0,∞})| 6= 2 then φ(K)∩ o∗S is finite.
If |φ−1({0,∞})| = 2 then there is a finite set S′ ⊇ S for which φ(K) ∩ o∗S′ is infinite.
Proposition 1.6. Let K be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of K with S ⊇ S∞,
and let φ(z) ∈ K(z) have degree d ≥ 2. If φ(z) does not have the form βz±d with β ∈ K∗,
then there is a constant C(S, φ) such that every α ∈ P1(K) satisfies |Oφ(α)∩o
∗
S | ≤ C(S, φ).
Conversely, if φ(z) = βz±d with β ∈ K∗ then there exist α ∈ P1(K) and a finite set S ⊇ S∞
for which Oφ(α) ∩ o
∗
S is infinite.
We note that the hard portions of these propositions are immediate consequences of
Siegel’s theorem. For, if |φ−1({0,∞})| > 2 then ψ(z) := φ(z) + 1/φ(z) has at least three
poles so that ψ(K)∩oS is finite; but ψ(β) is in oS whenever φ(β) is in o
∗
S , so also φ(K)∩o
∗
S
is finite. Next, if φ−1({0,∞}) is a two-element set other than {0,∞}, then Lemma 3.2
implies that |φ−2({0,∞})| > 2, so that φ2(K)∩ o∗S has size N <∞, whence |Oφ(α)∩ o
∗
S | ≤
N + 1 = C(S, φ).
In Section 2 we prove Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 for some families of polynomial maps. The
first family consists of monic polynomials in oS [z]:
Theorem 1.7. Let s ≥ 1 and d ≥ 2 be integers. There is a constant C = C(s, d) such that
for any
• number field K
• s-element set S of places of K with S ⊇ S∞
• degree-d monic polynomial φ(z) ∈ oS [z] which does not equal (z−β)
d for any β ∈ K
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we have
|φ(K) ∩ o∗S | ≤ C.
Theorem 1.7 proves Conjecture 1.1 for monic polynomials in oS [z]; for such polynomials,
Conjecture 1.2 follows by applying Theorem 1.7 to φ2(z).
We also prove Conjecture 1.2 for monic polynomials in K[z] in which the coefficients of
all but one term are in oS , so long as this exceptional term does not have degree d− 1.
Theorem 1.8. Let K be a number field, and let S be a finite set of places of K with S ⊇ S∞.
For any monic φ0(z) ∈ oS [z], and any β ∈ K \ oS and 0 ≤ i < deg(φ0)− 1, the polynomial
φ(z) := φ0(z) + βz
i satisfies
|Oφ(α) ∩ o
∗
S | ≤ 1
for any α ∈ K.
Conjecture 1.2 follows from [5, Thm. 2] for rational functions of the form
φ(z) :=
zd + βd−1z
d−1 + · · ·+ β1z
γd−1zd−1 + γd−2zd−2 + · · ·+ γ1z + 1
with β1, . . . , βd−1, γ1, . . . , γd−1 ∈ oS and φ(z) 6= z
d. For, [5, Thm. 2] gives a uniform
bound on the number of elements of K in the backwards orbit of any element of o∗S . This
also bounds the number of S-units in Oφ(α) for any α ∈ K, since if φ
n(α) ∈ o∗S then
α, φ(α), . . . , φn−1(α) are elements of K in the backwards orbit of φn(α).
We prove our conjectures for some further classes of rational functions in Section 4.
In Section 3 we show that our conjectures are consequences of the following variant of
the deep conjecture of Caporaso–Harris–Mazur [2] concerning rational points on curves of
a fixed genus.
Conjecture 1.9. Fix integers g ≥ 2 and D ≥ 1. There is a constant N = N(D, g) such
that |X(K)| ≤ N for every smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible genus-g curve X
defined over a degree-D number field K.
Theorem 1.10. If Conjecture 1.9 is true then Conjecture 1.1 and Conjecture 1.2 are true.
Remark 1.11. Conjecture 1.9 follows from the Bombieri–Lang conjecture [6].
We thank ICERM and the organizers of the 2012 ICERM workshop on Global Arithmetic
Dynamics, where collaboration for this project began.
2. Special classes of rational functions
In this section we prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let K be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of K with
S ⊇ S∞, and let φ(z) ∈ oS [z] be monic of degree d ≥ 2 with φ(z) 6= (z− β)
d for any β ∈ K.
Then φ(z) has at least two distinct roots δ1, δ2 in K. Let K
′ = K(δ1, δ2) and let S
′ be the
set of places of K ′ which lie over places in S, so that |S′| ≤ [K ′ : K]|S| ≤ d(d − 1)|S| and
δi ∈ oS′ . Then we can write
φ(z) = (z − δ1)(z − δ2)ψ(z),
where ψ(z) is a monic polynomial in oS′ [z]. Let γ ∈ K satisfy φ(γ) ∈ o
∗
S . Then we must
have γ ∈ oS , so that both ui := γ − δi and ψ(γ) are in oS′ . Since u1u2ψ(γ) = φ(γ) is in o
∗
S ,
it follows that u1, u2 ∈ o
∗
S′ . In addition we have
(2.1)
1
δ2 − δ1
u1 −
1
δ2 − δ1
u2 = 1.
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Moreover, γ is uniquely determined by u1, so the number of elements γ ∈ oS for which
φ(γ) ∈ o∗S is at most the number of solutions to (2.1) in elements u1, u2 ∈ o
∗
S′ . Finally, it is
known that the number of such solutions is at most C1C
|S′|−1
2 for some absolute constants
C1, C2 [3] (in fact, we can take C1 = C2 = 256 [1]). Therefore |φ(K) ∩ o
∗
S | is bounded by a
function of |S′|, and hence by a function of |S| and d. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let v /∈ S be a non-Archimedean place of S such that |β|v > 1.
Suppose that Oφ(α) contains an S-unit, and let m be the least non-negative integer for
which φm(α) ∈ o∗S . Writing γ := φ
m(α), we will show by induction that |φn(γ)|v = |β|
dn−1
v
for every n ≥ 1. The strong triangle inequality implies that |φ(γ)|v = |β|v, proving the base
case n = 1. If δ := φn(γ) satisfies |δ|v = |β|
dn−1
v for some n ≥ 1, then |φ0(δ)|v = |β|
dn
v
and |βδi|v = |β|
1+idn−1
v ; our hypothesis i < d − 1 implies that d
n > 1 + idn−1, so that
|φn+1(γ)|v = |β|
dn
v , which completes the induction. It follows that φ
n(γ) /∈ oS for every
n > 0, so that Oφ(α) contains exactly one S-unit, which concludes the proof. 
3. Connection with rational points on curves
In this section we prove Theorem 1.10 and Propositions 1.5 and 1.6. We begin by relating
S-units in an orbit to rational points on certain curves.
Lemma 3.1. Let K be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of K with S ⊇ S∞,
and let ψ(z) ∈ K(z) be a nonconstant rational function. For any prime p with p > deg(ψ),
there are elements γ1, . . . , γt ∈ o
∗
S, where t ≤ p
|S|, with the following properties:
• for each i, the affine curve Xi defined by y
p = γiψ(z) is geometrically irreducible
• we have |ψ(K) ∩ o∗S | ≤
∑t
i=1Ni where Ni is the number of points in Xi(K) having
nonzero y-coordinate.
Proof. First note that yp = γψ(z) is geometrically irreducible for any γ ∈ K∗, since γψ(z)
is not a p-th power in K(z). Dirichlet’s S-unit theorem asserts that o∗S
∼= µK × Z
|S|−1,
where µK denotes the group of roots of unity in K. Since µK is cyclic, it follows that
o
∗
S /(o
∗
S)
p ∼= (Z/pZ)r where r ∈ {|S| − 1, |S|}. Let Γ be a set of pr elements in o∗S whose
images in o∗S /(o
∗
S)
p are pairwise distinct. For any β ∈ K such that ψ(β) ∈ o∗S , we can write
ψ(β) = γ−1δp for some γ ∈ Γ and δ ∈ o∗S . Then (δ, β) is a K-rational point on the curve
yp = γψ(z) whose y-coordinate is nonzero. Since the z-coordinate of this point is β, the
result follows. 
In order to control the number Ni from Lemma 3.1, we must control the genus of the
curve Xi. This computation is classical: the genus is (p− 1)(m− 2)/2 where m is the total
number of points in P1(K) which are either zeroes or poles of ψ(z). In particular, if m = 2
then the genus is 0, in which case Ni can be infinite. We avoid this difficulty by applying
the above result with ψ(z) being the second iterate φ2(z) of a given function φ(z), so that
ψ(z) has a combined total of at least three zeroes and poles by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let φ(z) ∈ C(z) be any rational function of degree d ≥ 2 which is not of the
form βz±d with β ∈ C∗. Then |φ−2({0,∞})| ≥ 3.
Proof. Writem := |φ−2({0,∞})|, so we must show thatm ≥ 3. Plainlym ≥ |φ−1({0,∞})| ≥
2, so the conclusion holds unless |φ−1({0,∞})| = 2. In this case φ is totally ramified over
both 0 and ∞, so the Riemann–Hurwitz formula (or writing down φ(z)) implies that φ is
unramified over all other points. Since φ(z) does not have the form βz±d, we know that
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φ−1({0,∞}) 6= {0,∞}, so that at least one point in φ−1({0,∞}) has d distinct φ-preimages.
Since each point has at least one preimage, we conclude that m ≥ d+1 ≥ 3, as desired. 
We now prove Theorem 1.10.
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Let K be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of K with
S ⊇ S∞, and let φ(z) ∈ K(z) have degree d ≥ 2 where m := |φ
−1({0,∞})| is at least
3. Let p be the smallest prime for which p > d and (p − 1)(m − 2) > 2. Then p = 5 if
d = 2 and m = 3, and in all other cases p < 2d by Bertrand’s Postulate. Let γ1, . . . , γt
satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 3.1, so that γi ∈ K
∗ and t ≤ p|S|. Writing Xi for the curve
yp = γiφ(z), and Ni for the number of points in Xi(K) having nonzero y-coordinate, it
follows that |φ(K) ∩ o∗S | ≤
∑t
i=1Ni. Since every point on Xi having nonzero y-coordinate
is nonsingular, we see that Ni is bounded above by the number of K-rational points on the
unique smooth projective curve Yi over K which is birational to Xi. The genus g of Xi
equals (p− 1)(m− 2)/2, so our choice of p ensures that
2 ≤ g ≤
(5
2
d− 1)(2d− 2)
2
.
If Conjecture 1.9 is true then |Yi(K)| is bounded by a constant which depends only on the
genus of Yi(K) and the degree [K : Q]. Since the genus is bounded by a function of d,
and the degree [K : Q] is bounded by a function of |S| (by Remark 1.4), it follows that
|Yi(K)| is bounded by a constant depending on d and |S|. Since t ≤ p
|S| ≤ (5d/2)|S|, this
proves that Conjecture 1.9 implies Conjecture 1.1, and Conjecture 1.2 follows by applying
Conjecture 1.1 to φ2(z) in light of Lemma 3.2.

The first (and hardest) assertion in Proposition 1.5 follows from the above proof, by using
Faltings’ theorem [4] instead of Conjecture 1.9. We now give a more elementary proof of
Proposition 1.5.
Proof of Proposition 1.5. If |φ−1({0,∞})| > 2 then the function ψ(z) := φ(z)+1/φ(z) satis-
fies |ψ−1({0,∞})| ≥ 3, so ψ(K)∩oS is finite by Siegel’s theorem; but ψ(β) is in oS whenever
φ(β) is in o∗S , so it follows that φ(K) ∩ o
∗
S is finite. Now assume that |φ
−1({0,∞})| = 2, so
that φ(z) = γµ(z)d for some d ≥ 1, some γ ∈ K∗, and some degree-one µ(z) ∈ K(z). Let S′
be a finite set of places of K such that γ ∈ o∗S′ , S
′ ⊇ S, and |S′| > 1. Since µ(K) contains
all but at most one element of K, it follows that φ(K) contains all but at most one element
of γ(o∗S′)
d. Since γ ∈ o∗S′ and |S
′| > 1, this shows that φ(K) ∩ o∗S′ is infinite. 
We conclude this section by proving Proposition 1.6.
Proof of Proposition 1.6. If φ(z) does not have the form βz±d then |φ−2({0,∞})| ≥ 3 by
Lemma 3.2, so Proposition 1.5 implies that φ2(K) ∩ o∗S has size N < ∞, whence |Oφ(α) ∩
o
∗
S | ≤ N + 1 = C(S, φ). Now consider φ(z) = βz
±d with β ∈ K∗ and d ≥ 2. Any α ∈ K∗
satisfies Oφ(α) ⊆ o
∗
S where S is the union of S∞ with the set of places v of K for which
|α|v 6= 1 or |β|v 6= 1. If α ∈ K
∗ is not a root of unity then Oφ(α) is infinite, so that
Oφ(α) ∩ o
∗
S is infinite. 
4. Additional Remarks
We make two additional remarks. First, the proofs of Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 can be
modified to treat some classes of Laurent polynomials. For example, let d and d′ be distinct
positive integers, and let φ(z) = (γdz
d + · · ·+ γ1z + γ0)/z
d′ where γi ∈ oS and γd, γ0 ∈ o
∗
S .
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Suppose in addition that the numerator is not a d-th power in K[z]. Then |φ(K) ∩ o∗S | ≤
C(s, d) for any α ∈ P1(K). Indeed, since γ0 and γd are assumed to be units, φ(β) cannot be
in o∗S if |β|v 6= 1 for some v /∈ S. Thus we need only consider β ∈ o
∗
S , and now the desired
bound follows from the proof of Theorem 1.7.
As another example, consider φ(z) = (γdz
d+ · · ·+γ1z+γ0)/z
d′ where d > d′, γi ∈ K, and
there is some v /∈ S for which |γd|v > max(1, |γi|v) for each i < d. Then |Oφ(α) ∩ o
∗
S | ≤ 1
for any α ∈ P1(K), as the orbit of an S-unit cannot contain another S-integer by the proof
of Theorem 1.8. Both this class of examples and the previous class are quite special, but
they serve as further evidence for Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2.
We conclude by noting that the constant C in Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 must depend on
both s and d. The necessity of dependence on s is clear. Dependence on d is also required,
since by Lagrange interpolation one can construct polynomials φ(z) ∈ K[z] in which the
first several φi(α) take on any prescribed distinct values in K while also φ(z) has at least
two zeroes (and hence is not βz±d).
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